Client ASICSUCI - Assoc. Students of California   EIN: 01-0802914
Federal (Ext.):    Even Return..................$0
Federal:           Even Return..................$0

Activity

US - ACCEPTED    05/13  (Current Status)

Previous Activity
- 05/13 Sent to Lacerte
- 05/13 Ready To Send
- 05/13 Passed Validation
- 05/13 Sent to the IRS
- 05/13 Received at Lacerte

Extension

US - ACCEPTED    11/04  (Current Status)

Previous Activity
- 11/05 e-file Complete
- 11/04 Sent to the IRS
- 11/04 Received at Lacerte
- 11/04 Sent to Lacerte
- 11/04 Ready To Send
- 11/04 Passed Validation